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SPECIFICATIONS

E16 is an expansion module for XE16-COM, based 
on the flexible and easy-to use BAS2 concept from 
Bastec. 

Connecting an E16 module to the existing system 
increases the number of input and outputs quickly, 
with ease and cost efficiently. A maximum of two 
modules can be connected to each XE16-COM.

The expansion module can be connected to XE16-
COM via expansion port (EXP), which can be found 
on the latest version of XE16-COM (V2). BAS2 Styr 
version 7.1 or higher is needed.

An integrated mounting for DIN rail in combination 
with a shape that matches standard housings makes 

incorporation simple and inexpensive in small app-
lications.

Connections

There are 8 general inputs that can be individually 
used as analogue or digital inputs (these modules 
do not support pulse inputs, however). There are 4 
digital outputs and 4 analogue outputs. 

A simple and flexible system

The simplicity and flexibility of the BAS2 system 
keeps costs down and increases energy savings. 
BAS2 can also be integrated with other systems,  
e.g. an existing DHC system.
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Expansion module for BAS2 XE16-COM

 � E16 adds 8 inputs and 8 outputs extra

 � Max two modules for each XE16-COM

 � Integrated mounting for DIN rail

 � Shape that matches standard housings



This data sheets replaces all previous versions. BASTEC AB reserves the right to change the inform
ation in this data sheet at any tim

e. Subject to any typos or m
isprints.
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Technical data BAS2 E16

Supply voltage: 24 V AC ± 10%

Power consumption: Max. 2 W (excl. externally connected objects such as actuators for example)

8 inputs that can be individually selected as one of the following types (NOTE. Does not support pulse inputs):

Digital input: 12–30 V DC or 24 V AC, 5 mA input current

Analogue input: Pt 1000DIN, Ni1000 (L&G, L&S, Siemens), 12 bit resolution (approx. 0.07 °C). 0–10 V, 

2–10 V, 0–20 mA, 4–20 mA (with external resistor 500 Ω)

Digital outputs: 4 x Triac 24 V AC type. Max. load 400 mA

Analogue outputs: 4 x with output voltage 0-10 V or 2-10 V, max. load 2 mA, short-circuit and over-

voltage protected up to 30 V AC/DC

Communication: Expansion port (COM) for connection of 1–2 x E16 to one XE16-COM.

Dimensions (WxHxD): 125 x 120 x 58 mm

Weight: 235 g

Mounting: DIN rail

Certification: CE, SundaHus environmental classification


